To incorporate the georegistration and restoration processes into airborne data processing in support of U.S. Department of Energy's nuclear emergency response task, we developed an adaptive restoration filter for airborne Daedalus AADS1268 ATM thermal data based on the Wiener filtering theory. Preliminary assessment shows that this filter enhances the detectability of small weak thermal anomalies in AADS1268 thermal images.
INTRODUCTION
A remote sensing system is generally assumed to satisfy the image equation: is not known and could never be completely restored without 100% ground observations. Therefore the practical task has been shifted to finding . Under the assumption that the scene (object), image, and noise are independent, and the filters are stationary 1 , it can be shown that: 
WIENER FILTER CONSTRUCTION -SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS
The main assumptions for our approach are that (1) the noise component is stationary and (2) the scene and noise components in the image equation are independent. Using these assumptions, it can be proved that: 
Using the real complete symmetry assumptions, we can further simplify the Wiener filter expression:
This equation has fundamental importance for resolving the Wiener filter.
Next, we assume the derivative continuity of the OTF. Recall that 
WIENER KERNEL CONSTRUCTION -IMPLEMENTATION
Now we need to think about the implementation problem. Consider the Wiener Filter in the form:
Clearly, we need to estimate three components:
. If the size of the intended restoration kernel is n n × , then the above equation becomes:
or, written simply:
We shall discuss the implementation approaches for estimating sample Wiener kernel components. All Wiener filter components need to be resampled to match the frequency increments defined above in order to establish the required equality. At the present time, we only have the laboratory-tested OTF for the Daedalus DS1260 Multispectral Scanner. The angular spacing parameters for DS1260 are used for OTF resampling in the project. 
Angular spacing in DS 1260 MSS data

Estimate of
can be computed from a noise scene, such as a test flight over a homogeneous spectral target or areas that are spatially homogeneous. It can also be estimated using a white noise model, or simply let it be 1, as did Wood 3 . In our approach, we let :
ENVI user package for kernel construction
The Wiener restoration kernel has been implemented in ENVI , a remote sensing and image processing system developed by Research Systems, Inc. As an add-on at RSL, this module can be started as shown in Figure 4 . 
APPLICATION OF THE WIENER FILTER
A test run of the Wiener filter has been applied to a thermal (channel 11) image acquired by the RSL Daedalus 1268 Multispectral Scanner over a region near Las Vegas, Nevada. The image was acquired pre-dawn in March 2001. The adaptive Wiener filter was calculated and is presented in Table 1 . For comparison purposes, a subscene covering a creek is displayed in Figure 5 (left). It is evident that the creek water had a substantially higher temperature than that of the surrounding desert area. In order to run the Wiener construction module, the heading and trailing bytes were extracted from the raw data. The output of the Wiener filter is shown in Table 1 . For the sake of simplicity, we will simply refer to the digital counts in the data as temperature measures in the following discussion, since the digital counts of the thermal data are linearly related to the surface temperature. In order to assess the result of restoration, we examined closely four representative cases. These four cases are a (1) homogeneous high-temperature area, (2) homogeneous low-temperature area, (3) small scale hightemperature spot in a low-temperature background, and (4) small scale low-temperature spot in a high-temperature background. We examined the behavior of the Wiener filter in the neighborhood of these four typical areas. Our assessment of the Wiener filter will center on the possibility of enhancing the performance of thermal data for hightemperature anomaly detection. Figure 5 displays side-by-side the raw thermal image and the Wiener-restored image. The raw image is shown on the left; the restored image is on the right. The center portion of a small pond, outlined by a (red) square, is a homogeneous area with a temperature relatively higher than that of the surrounding desert. Through pixel-by-pixel examination, it is found that the differences in pixel values between the raw image and the restored image are insignificant. For instance, the center pixel of the (red) square has a relative temperature of 194 in both the raw and restored images. This result is shown in the Cursor Location/Value window in seen Figure 6 , where display #1 refers to the raw data and display #2 refers to the restored data. 
Homogeneous High-Temperature Area
Homogeneous Low-Temperature Area
Similarly, we examined the behavior of the Wiener filter in a homogeneous low-temperature area in the same scene. This low-temperature area is outlined by a (red) box in Figure 6 . The magnified views of the two (red) squares are shown in zoom windows. As expected, the digital count values from both the raw and restored images are quite close. The digital count value for the central pixel of both boxes equals 38, as shown in the Cursor Location/Value window. 
High-Temperature Anomaly in a Low-Temperature Background
The next area has a tiny high-temperature anomaly (one or two pixels) surrounded by a large number of low-temperature pixels, as shown in Figure 7 . The layout of Figure 7 is similar to that of Figure 5 . The small test area is bounded by a (red) box that is magnified in a zoom window. The center pixel under the cursor in the #2 zoom window has a digital count of 120 in the raw image but a digital count of 141 in the restored image. As we see in the #1 zoom window, this pixel has a temperature relatively higher than that of the surrounding pixels. This fact has been verified in a number of areas in the scene. Generally, high-temperature anomalies in a low-temperature background will be enhanced (assigned larger values) by the restoration process. 
Temperature anomaly in a high-temperature background
In the last situation, a pixel of low temperature is surrounded by a number of pixels of relatively higher temperature, i.e., a low-temperature anomaly in a high-temperature background. The (red) box in Figure 8 is one such area. This box has been magnified in the zoom windows to show the textural detail. The pixel under the cursor in the #2 zoom window is a typical low-temperature pixel surrounded by a number of high-temperature pixels. Our Cursor Location/Value window suggests a digital pixel value of 79 in the raw image and 63 in the restored image. The Wiener filter generally reduces the digital values of low-temperature anomalies in high-temperature backgrounds. 
CONCLUSIONS
The observed behavior of the Wiener restoration kernel can be summarized in Table 2 . This table exhibits a very impressive property of the Wiener filter: it enhances the probability of detecting small anomalies, either hightemperature anomalies or low-temperature anomalies. If a small anomaly has a higher temperature than that of surrounding pixels, the restored temperature will be even higher. If the small anomaly has a lower temperature than that of surrounding pixels, the restored temperature will be even lower. In both situations, the Wiener filter attempts to negate the spatial averaging effect of the point spread function and reconstruct the actual response of the surface. Several schemes are available for conducting geometric registration and image restoration. In our project, we evaluated the usefulness of the Wiener filtering restoration in the raw aircraft-based (angular) image domain. This restored image can be geometrically resampled to a ground-based coordinate system. However, a preferred approach is using the combined restoration -georegistration scheme. This will be the focus of future study.
The use of adaptive spatial convolution theory based on the Wiener filter concept has never been tested before for restoration of airborne remote sensing data. The research conducted in this project suggests that this adaptive convolution approach is promising for enhancing the possibility of detecting small weak thermal anomalies, which is often the direct or indirect purpose of DOE's emergency flight mission.
